REPLAY AQUATRAX

®

Restoring athletics tracks to ‘as new’
performance and appearance without
chemicals or abrasion.

NEGLECTED

STORED
Reasons to use REPLAY AQUATRAX

®

l Renews the surface - taking contaminated, slippery 		
and slow-draining athletics tracks and water-based 		
synthetic turf surfaces and bringing them back to life.
l Restores aesthetic value, playing performance and 		
player comfort.
l Revenues are maximised as the facility downtime is
minimised.
l Reinforces your committment to the health and 		
safety of end users.
l Reliability - use of the unique Aquatrax® machine 		
and process.
l ReFRESHING service from courteous, professional 		
and fully NVQ trained operatives - all employed directly
by Replay. To ensure the best service for clients Replay 		
does not use sub-contracted labour and service teams 		
have CRB and pre-qualified MoD security approval.
l RePLAY fully complies with the Water Resources Act 		
1991 (Section 85) - responsibly disposing of the waste 		
water used in the Aquatrax process.
l Real experience with a track record that covers eight 		
years and thousands of maintenance projects.

The REPLAY AQUATRAX® process removes virtually all
contaminants on athletics track surfaces - restoring the
appearance, grip and free-draining (for porous surfaces)
characteristics and it does it using only cold, clean water
- no chemicals and no abrasion.
REPLAY AQUATRAX®
can be completed in days saving time and minimising
loss of revenue.
REPLAY AQUATRAX® is
also as effective on waterbased synthetic grass
pitches.

REPLAY AQUATRAX® How does the process work?

1
The dirty surface makes
grip difficult and can be
liable to flooding.

2
Using our unique
Aquatrax® machine, the
first pass is the ‘pre-wet’
phase – holding the dirt
in suspension.

5
Two passes is usually
enough to clean the
surface, restore grip and
improve performance.
A complete track can be
cleaned in two or three
days.

6
The edges of athletics
tracks can be cleaned
using a side arm.

3
The cleaning phase
begins with low
pressure, high volume
water jets being used.
These don’t damage the
surface or line markings.

4
A vacuum, integral to
the Aquatrax® machine,
then removes the dirty
and contains it until
disposal.

7
Aquatrax® can also
effectively clean trackside drainage systems.
As only water is used,
the waste can be
discharged in to a foul
drain.

8
The finished sports
surface is retored
to virtually ‘as new’
condition!

“...cleaning with the REPLAY AQUATRAX®
machine improved slip resistance to a
standard which easily satisfies the IAAF
minimum requirement.”
Graham Tipp, Materials Science Consultants Ltd., London.

“...your team of professional and
knowledgeable staff were a pleasure to work
with...”
Brent Sowerby, Sandhill Centre, Sunderland.
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